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‘lIris paper describes the magnetometer ins~ment (MA~) to M fIOWO on the Cassini spacecraft, The instrument consists of
two magnetometers and an on-board dam processing unit< orlc magnetometer is a Vector I]elium device of a type previously
flown on Ulysses and several otier missions which h~~ ~n modified to operate in a Scalar mode providirig measurements of
the mrrgnitude of the local magnetic field with vcr-y small abso]u[c error (ICSS than lnT). glis is the first ftight of such an
instrument. I’hc other magnetome~r is a Fluxgate device of similar design to that flown on Ulysses and on many previous
missions but with newly developed eleckoni~. Boti magr]e~me,~,rs cart provide vector measurements of the three
components of the magnetic field with a sensitivity of shut 10pT. The unique combination of F1uxgate/Scalar or
l<luxgate/Vector Helium operation offers increased possibilities for scientific investigation of the magnetic field environment
in the Satumian system. The data proc~sing unit contains dual redundant systems based on the 80C86 microprocessor. ]t
features sophisticated onboard &M processing, large internal dam storage capability and internal failure detection and
recovery, giving the itw,trurnent the Mpability to OpCENE autonomously for extended periods. The MAC~ instrunient
development tmrn is drawn from institutes in four countries refl~,ting the multi-national flavour of the Cassini/IIuygens
missiow
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“J”he Cassini spat.c mission will perform a detailed investigation of the Satum-llran system, a magnctorncter is an essential
instrument in any such mission. The existerlce of MI internal Saturn magnetic field, a magnetosphere and a strong plasma
interaction bctwcm Titan and the Sa[urn magnetosphere has been shown in previous flyby missions. Our goal is to
characterise physically and secularly tie dominant processes which main~in tie magrletic field and the magnetosphere and
We expect to make critical contributions to the understanding of how Titan’s outer atmosphere interacts with the plasma
surrounding it.
one area of investigation will be the intem~ flc]d of Sa[um. AS for other p]~etary magnetic ficlds this field is thought to be
due to a dynamo motion formed by highly conducting material deep within the i~)tcrior. In a simple model one would expect
that the field would align closely with the rotation axis and resemble a di~le but ach planet has been found to exhibit some
special feature in its magnetic behaviour and Sa[unl is 110 excep[ion. Whilst the field is remarkably symmetric about the
planetary rotation axis, compared to other planets, the axis is displaced along the rotation axis from the planetary centm.
I’]anctary internal fields are normally categorised by using h~orlic analysis, regarding t,hc source of the field as made up of
series of mtdtipolcs (Iabelled by index, n), dipole (n = 1), quadn@e (n = 2), octupolc (n = 3), etc., all collocated at the
c.entrc of the planet. The radial decay of the field and it’s variation in latitude and longitude characterises each coefficient. I’o
determine high order cuefficie.nts one must measure the field close to the planet and very precisely. ‘llc unique scalar
measurement capability of this irlstrument (SW M]ow) allows far nlore precise measurements to be made than in the past, ~’he
present description of Saturn goes as far as the octupole coefficient (n =3), wc expect to achieve two orders better (i.e. ton=
5). We will also bC ab]c to detut my changes in tie plane@-y fi~]d since tie Voyager observations. Ultimately, for a more
complete picture, we hope to add to the rrlagrle@mcter mcasurcrncnts, observations made by other Ckissini instnlrncnts of the
planetary radio emissions and the energetic charged particle environment.
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‘lI)c C%sini spacecraft will spend much tilne in t-be nlagnetosphere of Saturn, This is a region of the distant outer abnosphcre
with a Sigtlificant amount of ionised rnatcrial, forming a p]~sma, where tie density is such that collisions between the neu@
and ionised cornponcnts of the gas are rc]a[ively infrequent ]Ierc the magnetic field is responsible for any cohesive
behaviour, constraining particle motion and Wansmitting s@x.ses in tie medium. As Saturn rotates, material in the
rnagnetosphc.re far from tile p]anct ro(ates also, ‘J~is is duc @ s~esses ~ansmit&d Vh tie magnetic fie]d from (he ionosphere
where collisional coupling Mkes p]ace M,twee,n tie ro(ating ne,u~al atmosphere and tie ionised component+ ]n the Saturnian
system interactions may also ~cur wi~ tic rings and dust should U)ey ~come electrically charged, large scale current
$ystenls are to be expected W]IOSC magnetic signatures would be observable Wlh tie magne,(onic@r. (J.irrent signatures should
also be seen due to field aligned cu~ents from tie ionosphere ~ tie magnetosphere resulting from the transfer of ionised
material into the ro~ting Znag,netosphere$ This phenomenotl is fuelled by tie rc]ativc]y ]arge number of internal p]asma
SOUrCCS - neutral hydrogen deep in tile magnetosphere, material from l’i~n Mound it’s orbi~ I’iwl i~elf, the icy satellites, the
planetary rings and ~ssibiy aJso material ]if~ from file ionosphere. TO add m ~~e obsewations we also expect to be able to
contribute to other studi~ of his regiol~, for examp]c analysis of wave activity in tie tJL~ (ul~a ]OW frequency) band will
provide information on the coupling of different cbargc species.
‘lhc Outer IegiOliS of tic magnetosphere are anotier Mea for investigation. The magnetopause, tie boundary betw’een the
regime where the p]anemry fie,]d eontro]s behaviour and tic e,xtemal SO]N wind, is of miti~ interest and similar] y the bow
ShOCk and the intervening magnctosheati regions conmin many important plasma phenomena which help in the
understanding of the way in which tie phnet interacts direcfly witi tic surrounding interplanetary material.
li~n observations area major objective of tile Cassini mission. Although not expected to have an internal rnagnctic field,
recent observations of IO and Ganymcdc have @l]ght us I)ot to rule out such a possibility. Voyager and pionezr observations
have shown strong interaction ktween Tim, tie SO]ar wind ~ld Saturn’s magnetosphere. Titan’s orbit takes it through a
variety of plasma environmerlw - tic SO]W wind, tic magnctoshcah and the magnetosphere proper - the outer atmosphere
interacting with tic arnbicnt p]asma to fom~ a plasma magncto(aii. Magrlctome(cr observations will play a vital part in the
understanding of this interaction, Multip]c ~’i~n encounters will provide information for a variety of different plasma
cmditions.
~he principal investigator for MAG is I’rof. ]>avid SOUt-bWOCKI of ]mperial college. A list of MAG investigators and the
science areas in which they were origit)ally allocated prilnary responsibility is given in table 1.
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Responsibility
Satellite/dust/ring/torus electromagnetic interactions, variation
of the I’itan-extemal plasma interaction with orbital phase— .
NASA/JPI.,
LJSA
Satunl
———
———,_.internal field analysis
ll~rial
College, lJK
.—
.— - 3-D IIeliospheric study using cruise phase data
~,eicester University, UK
Magnetotail phcnomenz reconnection, time variations in
(fommrly Imperial College)
magnetospheric phenomena, large scale magnetospheric
proczsses
.
. .
_ _ _
—.
B. T.’l’surutani
NASA/JPI., USA
Waves and instabilities in Saturn environment+ satellite
interactions, Jovian tail and current system
C.T.Russel
UCI,A,
IJSA
Wave——.
and boundary structure analysis
. ..—___
-.
G.1..Sisc0e
UCL>A, USA
Development of a 3-D model of the Saturn magnetosphere,
stress analysis of the Saturn magnetospheric system
——— ——____ .——— ——
G.
Iirdbs
KFK1,
IIungary
l’itafl~asrna
flow interactions
-—. —---K.-~ ]. Glassnleier
TUB, Germany
IIydromagnetic wave phenomena in Saturniart and Jovian
magnetosphere
. . . — _
l;. M. Neubauer
KMn LJniversity, Germany
Dctaiied interprctatiotinodelling of the Titan plasma
environment
——.——
—
.
-—.—
“l”able 1: MAG investigators and their individual prime science responsibilities (ass originally allocated)
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‘IIc ins.trumcnt can be Conveniently sep~ated in[o three sub-units: the main electronics, tie vector/scalar helium
magnetometer (V/S]lM) Mld he fluxgale magnetometer (FGM). The main electronics, which include e]cctronics for each of
the magnetometers, are moun~ onto two su~hassis which NC tll-li]t inm thc main body of the spacecraft (upper equipment
nlodu]c, bay 4). IIoti sensom Me mount~ on a project-provided, deployab]c, 11 metre boom; the V/SIIM at the. end and the
FGM halfway down the booln, F~ch sensor uses diffelent, WCJI es,~b]ishti, physical principl~ to measure the three
orthogonal components of the magnetic field vector. ]n ~dition the V/S I IM can operate in a scalar mode (scalar helium
magnetometer, SIIM) in whickl it ~ ve~ ~curate]y m~sure the magnitude of the magnetic field. In concept the instrument
is very similar to the dual magnetometer experiment on tie Ulysses spacecmf~ which has operated very successfully during
that mission’s journey around Jupi~r ad the Sun, tie principal difference being the scalar capability of the helium
magnetornetcr. This sensor combinatiorl is ~illg flown for a nurubcr of rmsons: dual vector sensors provide redundancy,
improve in-flight calibration and m~surcrnent of the rfiidual spacemaf[ field, the SIIM in combination with sirnul taneous
vector measurements using the FGM gives the capability to measure the magnetic frcld vector to better absolute accuracy
(around 1 nT) than that for vector instruments alone. ]n addition the wide dynamic range capabilities of the I’GM are
conplemcnted by the low noise. sensitivity of the VIIM.
An overall block diagram of the instrument is shown in figure 1. “J “his also shows how the hardware responsibilities have
been divided between Imperial College I.ondon (the principal investigator institute), Jet E)ropulsion laboratory (JPL)
Pasadena and the Technical University of Braunsehweig ~l”UB). “l’he Central Institute for Physics Budapest (KFK1), in
cxmjunction with TUB, are responsible for providing the ground support equipment.
Mass and power figures, measured on the engineering model, are shown in table 2. Prior to delivery the instrument is
comprehensivc]y calibrated in several facilities; JPI, (VIIM), Fredc.ricksburg Virginia (SIIM) and TUB (FGM plus crosscalibration of VIIM and SIIM). In-flight calibration (offset and spacecraft field determination) of the vector magnetometers
will be performed using standard techniques developed in previous missions. operation of the SIIM at I;arth flyby during the
spaecera.ft cruise phase will provide a means to check it’s performance in a known rnagncLic field.
An extensive magnetic cleanliness progr~l has tin followed during assembly of the spacecraft. Fach instrument and
subsystem is subjected to magnetic mapping each time it is delivered for integration, if necessary strong local field sources
have been compensated by $@b]c magnets or shi~]dti. In some eases design changes have been made to minimise local fields.
I%e excellent co-operation given by both Spacecraft and irr.strurne,nt te~~s to achieve a magnetically clean spacecraft has been
much appreciate by the MAG investigators. The $pacwaft field seat at the FGhf and V/SIIM sensors is expected to be
better than 0.6 and 0.2 nT respectively.
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V/SIIM Sens.us heaters
FGM Sensor~lus heaters
Sensor and.._
Power
Electronics
—.——
—__
.—. . . ..A2Z.. .-?.%
mu
2.60
2.61
Total
9,0~_
1243
— . — — - — . — — — . ._& ._
Allocation
13.00
9,79
H
Table 2: instrument mass and Imwer figures
measured on the engineering model
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The V/SIIM is an optically pumped tnagnctorne[e,r capable of operating in either a vector mode or a scalar mode. In the
vector mode t.hrcc volmges are generated proportional to the three mutually orthogonal magnetic field vector components
whereas ill the scalar mode the Larmor frequency proportional to the magnitude of the magnetic field is measured. ~’he
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vectOr fields are measured to an accuracy of better than 0,5% but in the scalar mode the magnitude of the magnetic field is “
measured to an abso]ute accllracy of bet~ ~an ().01 ~. (1 pan out of 1OQ()()). ‘IIe Cassini mission will be the first space
mission where onc magtietorncter having a dual vector or scalar capability will be flOWII.
Vector and scalar helium rnagnemmeters have a great d~l of comnlona]ity both in the sensor and tic electronirxs. @ly minor
modifications are ~uired to change a vector helium ~,nsor irlto a sc~ar helium sensor. similarly tic vector helium
Clectronicx feedback 100p ha.~ a number of circui~ w~lich are common to tie ~lar helium elwtronim feedback loop. AS a
cost reduction measure tie &sini V/S~lM n~akes use of Ulis ~mmon~ity by modifying the flight spare UlySSCS vector
helium magnetomekr and using it as tic “~re” of tie ~ssini V/SF]M flight mode]. ~~e Ulysses sensor requires only the
addition of a 6 tum ~il added to tie sensor’s ~iaxial heln~ho]&, coil in order to opera~ tie ~nsor in a scalar mode and the
u]yss~s vector electronics requires orlly that tie ful] scale ~nges be changed to meet tie Cmsini vector requirements.
~hC preamplifier in the v~tor e]~tronics is tie on]y circuit common to tie Ca.ssini vector and ~lar modm of operation. IT)
the SCdar mode ti~c pre~p]ifier drives ~le input to scalar f~dback elec~onics while tie remainder of the vector ekctronics
idles. qlis is not the most efficient use of power or circuit Commonality but is ne~~si~ted by tic fact that the Ulysses vector
Electronics is already in a flight packaged configuration, EVCI1 minor modifications which make full use of circuit
ecmunonality would impact the flight integrity of tie existing hardware and ticreby negate tie costing saving benefit
‘lIc vector mode has two ranges, rarlge () covcrs +/.32 nq’ and range ] covers +/-256 IIT. The scalar mode range is 256 nT to
16384 nT. 3’IE latter range is unusually low for a scalar magnetometer which normally operates in the Iiarth’s field of 30S(),0(0 nq’. ]t is a corlsequen~e of the Cassini orbit which k~ps tie spacecraft at higher altitude and in weaker fields than is
truc of Earth Satellites. In tie vector mode ~ch range has an in-flight calibrate capability where a calibrated current is
injected into each of the thr~ coils in the triaxial helnlhol&, coil and the r~ponse noted in the rnagnetometer’s output. ]n
range O and range 1 the in-flight calibra[c magnitude is +/.4 x)1’ ar)d +/-32 nT respectively. Switching between ranges is
Controlled by the instrument data processing unit (DPU).
Z2.1 Ilelium nlagnetomete,r o-perating.p.riils>
g-k operation of the helium magnetometer is based on the principles of optically pumped helium in the metastable (triplet)
State. “Ilrc nlagnctic field is rncasured by sensing it’s effect 011 ttle z~nan spiitting that occurs in thc optically pumped
helium. Metm.able helium is generated in a helium absorption cell by a radio frequency discharge. 1.083 pIn radiation,
Circukrly po]arised and generat~ in a he]ium ]amp by tie ~m~ radio frequency discharg~ iS passed tiwough the helium
absorption cell.
‘Ihc vector mode utilises a rotating magnetic field to vary the optical pumping efficiency which modulates the absorption of
thc helium cell. l“trc romting magnetic field is produc~d by injecting sinusoidal currcr]~ into a helrnholti, coil that surrounds
lbc helium absorption cell.
]n the scalar mode optical radiation at 1.083 pm arid an AC ll~agnctic field are sin~ultaneously app]icd to the absorption cell.
‘lhC efficiency of optical pumping is minimal and the absorption is greatest when tJe frequency of the applied AC field is at
the 1.arrnor frequency. The I.armor frequency is directly proportional to (he arnbie.nt magnetic field with a proportionality
constant (the gyro magnetic ratio) of 28.023561 ] IzArT for hcliurn.

“Ihc V/S] IM consists basically of three subsystems; vector electronics, scalar electronics and sensor. ‘Ihcse are shown in
figure 2.
lhc l. Jlysse,s vector electroni~ are enclos~ by a dotted line a[ the top of tie figure. A SWWp oscillator produces 2 sinusoids
with a 9(I dcgrcc phase difference. A continuous sinusoid is a]~plicd to tie $et of coils wi~in the hclmho]tz coil system that is
aligned with the setlsor’s opti~ axis. Alterllate cyc]es of tie ~f) degree sinusoid are applied m the remaining two orthogonal
Sets of the hclrnho]~, coil. lle ro~tir]g magnetic fie]d ~ereforc c~mn~umtcs bctwccn two orthogonal planes of the sensor.
~]ecause thc pumping ef~cierlcy is proportional to COS(@)2, where ~ is the ar~glc bctw~n the magnetic field and the sensor’s
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optical axis, the helium cell’s absorption is modulated at the second harmonic of the sweep frequency. When a stwdy (or
slowly varying) ambient magnetic field is encountered the absorption is modulated at the second harmonic plus the
fundamcntid of the sweep frequency. Synchronously detecting (he fundamental provides the error signal required to null the
field at the absorption cell. }Iaving calibrated the sensor’s helmholt[ coil constants dcterminu the magnetic field, Since the
applied sweep field is commutated in two orthogonal planes about the sensor the three vector components of the ambient
magnetic field are determined.
l’hc scalar electronics are shown at the bottom of figure 2. llwse electronics constitute new flight hardware as opposed to the
existing vector hardware. The scalar feedback loop is a null sensing control loop as is the vector control loop. I“he difference
is that the scalar electronics must delect and track the I armor frequency as opposed to the vector electronics that detect and
track an error resulting from the addition of the sweep field and the ambient field. Since the Larrnor frequency is based on
fundamental constants the scalar’s absolute accuracy is about 100 times better than that of the vector magnetometer. Tracking
the J,arrnor frequency is accomplished by frequency modulating the AC magnetic field at an audio rate (325 H7, for Cassini).
When the control loop is exactly at Lar-mor frequency only LM 2nd harmonic of the audio frequency is detected. The addition
of a steady (or slowly varying) magnetic field generates a fundamental of the audio frequency along with the 2nd harmonic.
Synchronously detecting the fundamental generates an errc)r sig,na[ to draw the control loop back to the Lannor frequency. At
turn-on the ambient magnetic field is not known and a search in the form of a linear frequency sweep (30 second period) of
the AC magl)etic field over the rnagnctome~r’s operating range is initiated. As the swept frequency comes in contact with the
Larrnor frequency an error signal is generated causing the control loop to discontinue the search and to begin it’s tracking of
the magnetic field.

Figure 3 is a sensor schematic. The heart of the sensor is the helium absorption ccl]. The critical elements to the ri[;ht of the
cell are. the circular polariser and helium lamp. ‘1’wo pie matching networks convert the relatively high lamp and cdl
impedance (9 and 21 kohms respectively) to a 50 ohm system. To the left of the cell is an arsenic trisulfide lens and a large
area silicon detector. The ignition transformer that is used to initiate the IW discharge is shown at the very end of the sensor.
~le sensor can operate over a temperature range of -10 to +40C without any degradation in Pcrfonnanee. A 2 W DC heater,
proportionally controlled, is used to insure that operation is r[iaintained within this range. l“his heater consists of Lightly
!wisted 36 AWCi n~anganin wire. NO magnetic interference is cte.t~ted from the heater.
2.,2..4_7gli~ cation
Calibration of the vector mode of the magnetometer is accomplished in the normal manner, The magnetometer is subjected to
magneLic fields that arc of kx)own magnitude and the resulting output voltage rezorded.
Ihe scalar mode however is not as straightforward because the scalar can measure field magnitudes to an absolute. accuracy
better than 1 nl’. Thus generating calibration fields for the. scalar is extremely difficult. Instead wc have measured the offset
errors that are known to exist in an optically pumped helium magnetometer in order to correct the data. These errors are on
the order of 1 nl’ and are eotnmonly called lightshift errors. l.,ightshif[ errors are constant throughout the Cassini operating
range and are ca(]sed by a shif( in the ground SCUe transition frequency. “Ihe shift is proportional to the pumping light
intensity. TO mezsure ttrCSC errors wc had to develop special techniques that required a large diameter coil system. We used
the coil system at the Geomagnetic Observatory located near Fredericksburg, Virginia. In fields below about 1000 nT,
Illoch/Sicgcrt errors are encountered. These occur when the magnitude of the AC magnetic field that depumps the helium
becomes around 1% of the ambient magnetic field. The small shift in Larmor frequency that occurs under these
circumstances is well characterised theoretically and has been confirmed by careful testing and calibration of the scalar at the
liede.ricksburg Observatory.

]quxgate, magnetometers have been flown by ~veral investigators, including ]mperial College, On many previous missions.
I’hc I:GM is an irnprovcd version of a design USed in the past by Imperial College. For a mission such m Cassini the
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instrument must exhibit high reliability, a wide dynaT~c mnge, ]OW power consumption, very low noise and very ]OW offsets “
and offset drift. Ihese goals we M,hieved by wo appropr~~ Se]ec[ion of e]eC&ronic @mponen& and materials and by special
measures in the design of tile sensor ~d it’s el~~onics, lle ] ~GM consis~ of a boorn-mounmd sensor and a set of
drive/signal processing e]ecvoni~ ]ocMtti in tie body of the spammaft and connected to the sensor by approximately 6.5
mcl.res of cabling. A high efficiency, tu[ld dtive design of tic elec~onics r~uces the overall power consumption and the
effect of cable ]Oading.
The IWM sensor is MMIIpOSMI of ~r~ single-axis, high p@ormance fluxga[e sensors mounti ofiogonally on a block of
machinable ceramic. &ch fluxga~ sensor is a toroi&lly wour)d, high pem]~bility ring core inside a rectangular sense
winding with it’s axis in f.he p]~e of tie ring core. A stilp]ified ~hema~c of tie electronics for a single fluxgate sensor is
given in figure 4. ‘fhe ring core is pcfiodi~]ly dtiven k~o ~d Oltt of Sammtion by a 15.625 k~~z square wave via the toroidal
winding. Ike mmponent of the external magnetic fiekl which is in the pkme of the sense winding is amplitude modulated by
thc permeability change of tie ring ~re and prO&NXS a signal 011 l,be sense winding at the second harmonic of thc drive
frequency. This sign~ is ~plified and s~chronously demodulated. Ilc output is passed to the Data Processing unit (DPU)
and is also fed back to UIC SeIISe winding to ~~[e a fctiback loop. IIIC toroidal windings of the three sensors are connected
in series to redum cabling and drive circuit complexity. Wale factor and alignment cmmxtions are made electronically by
fitting appropriate select 011 test ~mponents during set up of the instrument.
Ile instrument has four full ~.a]e r~ges, +/-40 nT, +/-400 n~’, +)-IOW nT and +/-44000 nT, which after 14 bit analogue to
digital conversion in tie ])PU give a ~ll}tion of 4.9 p~, 48.8 p-~, 1.2 nT and 5.4 nT respectively. ‘IIIc highest range is used
mainly for prc-launch testing. Mnge changes Me achieved by changing both the feedback path to the sense winding and the
amplification of the signal ou~ide tie feedback ]oop. A built in calibration capability has been included in the electronics.
When commanded a fiXCXI offset is applied to all Ulrw. fluxga[e Wnsor outputs, tie frequency at which the offset is applied is
controlled by command from the IWU.
IM complete sensor is con~ined in a rough]y cylindrical] fibreglass cover, 100 mm high by 63 mm diameter, which is
covcrcd with aluminised rny]ar tape to ~tisfy thermal, e]~wos~tic disehargc and radiated emissions requirements. All
mate.rials used in tie sensor ~ns~ction are I1OI) n]ag[letic. Thcnna] control is assisted by the inclusion of two AC heaters
(to~l POwti ~ w) mounted onto the glass ceramic block with assc~iated control and monitor temperature sensors. These
heaters am thermostatically controlled from a controller in the main electronics which provides a 100 klIz square wave,
switching on wbcrl the ternp~ature is less ~~ K and off when the ~m~rature is above 1 K. Further tbef[nal input iS
providrd by three spacecraft provided radioactive heater units located on the sensor mounting fixture equidistant around the
sensor bas2.
Pcrforlrlance figures measured during testil)g of we flight ins~~nlent prior [o integmtion with Me l)PU and full calibration
arc given in table 3.

Offset
Noise (at 1 IIz)
Alignment error

Target
< 1 nT
<7 pT/4
}17
< +/-O.1°

X-Axis
+ 0.407
T.59

Meawmd
7.-Axis
Y-Axis
--- . —
— . . — _ ._
+0.145
-0.682
—
‘“-’ 4.89
3.37

-0.018 Xy ‘-” +0.012 Yx
+0.007 Zx
-0.0s8 X7,
+0.006 Yz
+o.06i z
Scale fac=crror
<0.1%
:: 0.009
0.066
0 . 0 4 1 ‘Bandwidth
>75117,
‘ 95.25 y
E
~ 95.25
‘ 90.75
Table 3: FGhf flight modeI pcrformanez measured before integration with the
DPU versus target specification valuw.
‘lhe FCiM sensor and electronics were manufactured under contract by lJ1tra Iilectronics of IIcdnesford, lJK.
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71e I>P(J interfaces the magnetometers and thc power Management System (I’MS) via a project-provided Bus Interface Unit
(BIU) to the spacecraft data handling subsys~m (SW figure 5). ‘I’he processor system is bawd on the 8~86 micro processor
and operates at 4 MIIz. Each of 2 redundant systems (figure 6) contain 32 kByte of PROM, 128 kByte RAM for program,
data and snapshot memory. In addition each system contains 16 MByte for multi-snapshot memory.
2A1ZCA!!W%
The M AG instrument transmits science data packets with a data rate of 1976 bits per second (bps) and housekeeping data
packets with a data rate of 24 bps. It also transmits ancillary data for other onboard users once per second. About 100
commands emtrol the sensors and the DHJ.
2.42.l?+_ua_quMlmn
Ihc DPU digiliscs the 3 analogue signals of the IGM sensor with a default internal sampling rate of 125 vectors per second.
‘he 3 analogue signals of the VIIM sensor are digitised with a 125/16 vectors per seeond sampling rate. All vector
components are converted into 14 bit words. The internal sampling rate ean be changed by telemmmand between 16 and 250
samples per second. Every four seconds the DPU fom~aLs 128 FGM and 8 VIIM vectors into a seiencz data packeL Fixed
window averaging or running averaging can be selected for data compression. The DPU compute-s the average coefficient in
steps of 21] depending on the sampling and telemetry rate. l%US it adapts to different telemetry rates automatically and
tolerates gaps in the scienee data flow. A magnetic field vector is broadcast once per second to other onboard instruments. A
19 bit magnitude scalar word is obtained once per second from the SIIM. An automatic range cmtrol sets the FGM and the
WJM sensors into the optimum measurement range.

Transient events such as shocks, diseontinuities, angular variations and varying field variances ean be captured and stored
with the actual sampling rate into 2 snapshot memories. LJp to 4 snapshot criteria can be selected for simultaneous
computation and for each criterion priority, memory allocation and trigger position ean be seleaed. 10 capture transient
events with high time resolution a M kByte, Hi I&l, Rad }Iard, memory has been selected. C)ne snapshot memory allows
storage of about 90 seconds of FGM data sampled at 125 vectors/second. l’he second 16 MByte multi-snapshot memory
consists of state of the art commercial parts and atlows storage. of 6 hours of data sampled at 125 vectors/secxx~d.

lhc IIPU provides inflight calibration signals to the sensors. lhe. frequeneie.s of these signals ean be selmtcd by command.
Onboard ADC test routines compute the spectrum and show noise frequencies. “1’emperature and radiation drift of the
analogue circuitry is monitored by two 16 bit IIK channels.
2MReJi.abi!tiy
Different safety options have been built into the processor system to increase the overall reliability. qhe DPU is a dual
rcdunciant proecssor system, the only exception being the IIIU and a small Common Core. Radiation Mtrd parts (100 I&ad)
have been used as far as possible, only the 16 bit A1)CS, some op Amps and the 16MB DRAMs are not radiation hard, these
parts are spot shielded witi Tantalum. During selection of the 16MEI DRAMs. total dose and single event upset
measurements were performed. IIamming Single Ikror Correction and I)ouble Error Detection is applied on all memory
devices. Memory scrubbing is used for routine removal of single bit failures. Rich proczssor system emtains 4 dual level
latch up detectors as flown on GF;OIA1[., WIN1) and S0110. If an engineering and health status check detects a failure, the
watchdog causes a hardware. reset. After a reset caused by latch up, watchdog or discrete command, the instrument is
automatically reconfigured into it’s previous mode. If contact is fully or partially lost witil the spacecraft data handling system
the spacecraft time code and synchronisation signals can be genmated artificially by internal timers. l“he DPU can

.?
.

automatically adapt the science and housekeeping packet generation to any telemetry rate. The DPU program normally nrtis “
in RAM which is loaded from PRC)M at powcrup, this RAM software is modifiable by ground command.
2.4,6 Hcrt,rsekeeping ,
‘Ilrc IIPU cligitises 25 arralogue housekeeping channe]s in(o 8 bit words. TWO channels are digitised into 16 bit words to
determine the temperature ~d radtition drift of file analoguc circuitry. About 50 error ~unters are highly subcommutated
~d monitcx anomalies of DPU functions. A maintenance field in tie housekeeping data packet can be used for multiple
functions: memory dump, calibration, snapshot data, rmu check, high time resolution instrument status and aIlalOgue
housekeeping &h

2ixmJ?owf SYM!W
Three main power supplies are used within the instrument. Two cold redundant units, PS 1 and PS2, supply the DPU, FGM,
scalar and VIIM electronics with thirteen separate power lines. A third unit, 1%0, supplies the BILJ and common core of the
DPIJ; a dedieated supply wass cho~n for Wis @k due to the highly variable power demands of the BIU in transmit and idle
states. PSO is always powered whenever the spacecraft has switched power to the instrument. ~“he units are switching power
supplies with internal over-voltage shutdown protection, similar in design to ones flown previously by Imperial College. The
design ensures that a constant difference of O.lV is maintained between the supply voltage for the DPU proee-ssor and that for
the 131U, this is required by the design of the latch Up detection circui~ of the DPLJ. The supplies are switched by a 50 kllz,
clock derived from a 100 kIIz signal from the BIIJ.
lines is achieved using a
total of sixteen electronic, non-latching switches rather than by relays. As for the power supplies, the switches are also
similar in design to ones flown previously by Imperial Coltege. llle switches are controlled by discrete commands either from
tic DPU or from the BIU and only operate in the presence of the 100 kllz, clock signal from the BNJ. Each switch has an
input current limiter which causes it to switch off whenever the prc-set current level is cx~eded.

Figure 1 shows how powcr is supplied throughout the instrument. Internal switching of the power

Ilrcre is an additional power supply within the V}IM electronics unit to supply the V}IM electronics. l’his unit also contains
a proportional heater controller for tie V/SIM heater. Another heater controller for the I:GM is located within the main
electronics The power for both of these is obtained from a single spacxzraft power source which is separate to that for the
instrument itself.
2.6__X@md data ~rocestin!z and fli@t_oEeations
The Cassini project has decided on a diswibutti operations concept for instrument operations during the mission. A secure
workstation with a dedicated command and telemetry &ita ]inc has ken installed at the institute of each principal
investigator. For MACT this is located at ]mpcrial college. Using his terminal tile MACJ operations team, based at lrnperial
COllege, will be able to produce command film for eventual up]ink to tiIC instmrncnt and Wansfer telemetry held in a central
data base at JPL. ])uring downlinks from tie spacecrML te]crnctry will ~ avaiiable at ]mperial college in near-real-tirne. AS
ptil of the distributed operations concepL the MAG team will actively participate in the mission planning cycle, eventually
producing detailed command sequences in mnemonic format to be combined and converted into uplink format with other
commands for uplink at JPL.
Opemtional activities during the long, 5 year, cruise phase of the mission are necessarily very limited. For most of this period
the instrument will not be powered: the few planned operations being instrument checkouo MAG Boom deployment and
scalar operation during Ewth flyby, 3 monthly maintenance of the V/S] IM helium cell, The principal ground activities will
b detailed planning for tie tour phase in tic Satufnirin systeln and prepwd[ions for tour operations. I)uring the 4 year tOtJr
and the preceding 2 years, instrument science and calibration data will be recxived at Imperial College, on-line processing
will convert to magnetic field values coming for instrurncrrt offsew and spacecraft residual field and the resultant dii~
stored in an inswurnent dam archive. All instrument Kiencz, investigators will have acws to this archive. In-flight operations
will be planned to check the instrument calibration and the ground data processing will be updated based On thc results.
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lror a complex instrument with a large multi-national team such as MAf3 there will inevitably have been a great number of
dedicated people who have made significant contributions to it’s development. I“hcrc is insufficient space hereto do justice to
these efforts. At Imperial College T,Bcek and M. Malhotra have been involved in most areas of design, development and
k%bllg. At the Jet Propulsion L.aMratory, L. Wigg]eswoti, J.van Arncrsfoort and M,Fong were part of the team who put the
V/SIIM together. At TechrliHl Univmity BmunKhweig, M,Rahrn and I,Richter were dwply involv~ in UIC instrument
calibration, A. Muller made important contributions to the development of (he support equipnlent. There are also a number of
people at KJ;KI who have contributed to development of support cquipmen~ amongst these are I, Szi.ics and L. Nagy.
We would dso like to thank mem~rs of the team at ultra where tie FGM was put together, particularly N.Taylor who did
much of the work for the IJM. AISO the ve~ co-o~mtive group at Ruthe~ord and Appleton ~~rato~ (RAL), in particular
J.I’irth and R.Cutler, who helped out in areas of hardware production, environmental testing and design analyses. At UCLA,
C.RUSSCII and D.IIuddleston have been leading the analysis of the. instrument calibration data and B .Snare has been helping
with the integration activiti~ on tie spac~raft. Much mechanical dcve]opmcnt of the DI~U, including msemb]y, was made
by Martin Pfeil Trawid; our thanks go to D. Pfeil and his father who were responsible for this and who also provided support
for testing of the integrated instrument.
As wc mentioned in the earlier EXL a tremendous effort has Mu made to try (O ensure a magnet.idly clean spacecraft. our
special thanks go to P. Narvaez of JPL and K.lvfeh]enl of }XiA for their exwllent efforts in this area but also to the (h.ssini
project management who have supported this effort. Over the years we have had a number of engineers assigned at JPL to
help our interface with the project twn there; our (hanks to the most recent of these B. J. Cherley and C.lllliott for their
dedication and assistance.
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]~ig,urc 1: C)verall block diagram of the MAG instrument showing also the institutes responsible for the hardware. Command
and data interfaces are shown as dotted lines, power interfaces are shown as solid lines.
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